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TODAYS AIMS & 

OBJECTIVES 

• What is a derivative security and what is it use?

• What are the benefits of using a derivative?

• What are the underlying assets of a derivative?

• How to buy or sell a derivative contract?

TOPICS

Derivatives Products

Futures, Forward, Options, Swaps

Underlying Assets

Benefits or Derivatives

The danger of derivatives

When derivatives caused problems

How to trade derivatives

BY THE END OF THE SESSION 

PARTICIPANTS WILL BE ABLE TO

• Be able to understand use and 

applications of derivatives products

• Be able to understand the differences 

among futures, forward, options and 

swaps

• Understand the notions of margin, 

speculation, arbitrage and hedging

• Be able to discuss limits behind 

standard pricing  methods



Derivative Security (Contract)

A derivative security is a financial instrument whose value depends on (or derives from) the values of 

other, more basic, underlying variables. Very often the variables underlying derivatives are the prices 

of traded assets. A stock option – for example – is a derivative whose values depends on the price of 

the underlying stock price. However, derivatives can be dependent on almost anything, from the price 

of hogs to the amount of snow falling at a certain ski resort

• Underlying Variables:

o Equity: Stocks (Apple, Vodafone), Stock Indices (Sp500, Dax).

o Interest Rates: Euribor, Libor, Interest Rates

o Credit: Bonds (Gilts, Treasuries Notes) Repo, Default Insurance

o Foreign Exchange: Currency Futures, Option of Futures

o Commodity: Soft and Hard Commodities, Metals, Weather …

• Types of Derivatives: Forward, Futures, Options, Swaps, CDS, Repos 

• Where to trade Derivatives: Exchanges, OTC

• Uses: Speculation, Hedging, Arbitrage



Various types of market

Physical 

market

Transfer of goods

Buyers Sellers

Capital  

market

Transfer of funds

Borrowers Lenders

Derivative 

market

Speculators

Hedgers

Arbitragers

Speculators

Hedgers

Arbitragers

Transfer of risk



Key terms

Contract size

Each contract is a standard size which is setup by the 

exchange.  For WTI it is 1,000 barrels.  So each trade will 

have to be a multiple of 1,000 barrels

Tick size The gain or loss on a contract if the price moves by one tick

Value of 1 pt The gain or loss on the contract if the price moves by one

Contract value
The equivalent exposure in the underlying market. 

Contract value = Price x Value of 1pt

Margin
The minimum amounts that must be held in the margin 

account per contract.



How trader use futures

Speculation: Advantages of using futures to speculate include liquidity, 

leverage, access and cost, as well as the ease of taking short positions

Hedging: Able to hedge a range of risks our clients are exposed to, 

including financial and non-financial risk

Arbitrage: More sophisticated clients may use futures for arbitrage 

trades, often leveraging technology



Another Classification for Derivatives

• Usually OTC contracts 

that exchange two 

series of cash flows 

over a period in the 

future

• Cash flows can be 

fixed, floating, in 

various currencies

• Cash flows can be 

conditional on certain 

events.

• Typically any kind of 

options

• Value of the products 

evolves non-linearly 

with the value of the 

underlying

• OTC or exchange-

traded

• Combination of options 

can lead to specific 

strategies.

• Products that constitute 

a mix of several 

exposures

• More than just the sum 

of several components

• Example: convertible 

bonds that may behave 

as a bond or as an 

equity following the 

market conditions.

• Value of these products 

is linearly related to 

their underlying

• OTC or exchange-

traded (with clearing 

house)

• Provide a leverage with 

limited investment.

Derivative instruments can be split into 5 major families

Their technical complexity is increasing but each of

them can still lead to financial disasters if 

manipulated without care

Linear

Swaps

Non linear

products

Structured

products

Hybrid

products

• Issued by a Bank

• Structured on two 

different products:

• Bond to provide full or 

partial protection

• Derivative (e.g. 

option) to increase 

performance

• OTC product (ad-hoc 

payoff)

• Built on investor’s needs 

that are not covered by 

standard products

• Enable personal 

investors to take 

exposures they would 

usually have no access 

to.
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Forward vs Futures

A future (forward) contract is an agreement between two parties to exchange the 

underlying asset at a certain date in the futures at a certain price agreed prior the 

expiration (settlement) date of the contract. Therefore it involves cashflows Today and 

in the Futures

Set price

Buy/sell

for cash

Future: STToday: F0

Physical settlement
– Asset and cash exchanged

Cash settlement
– Gains and losses exchanged in cash.



Pay-off structure at Expiry Date

Buyer has a long position in the 

forward/futures contract and profits from the 

increase in the price of the underlying asset

Seller  has a short position in the 

forward/futures contract and profits from the 

decrease in the price of the underlying asset



Differences between Futures and Forward

Forward Futures

Private contract between two parties Traded on an exchange

Not standardised Standardised contract

Usually on specified delivery date Rage of delivery dates

Settled at expiration Settled Daily

Delivery or final cash settlement Contract is usually closed out prior 

maturity

Some Credit Risk Virtually No Credit Risk

Which one is more liquid?



Example of Futures Standard contract

Exchange

Initial Margin

Standard Size
Maintenance Margin

Trading Hours

Delivery Dates



Futures Curve vs Spot Price

When you look over a preiod of time, you can observe contango and normal 

backwardation.

Convergence over time as future price moves to meet new future 

spot price.



What is convergence?

The futures price and spot price converge because of arbitrage, supply and 

demand. Here’s an example of how it works:

• Assume oil futures are trading above the spot price.

• Traders short oil futures and buy the underlying to take advantage of the 

arbitrage opportunity.

• The shorting of the futures contracts increases the supply of contracts, which 

results in a drop in futures prices (more supply = lower prices).

• The buying of the underlying increases the demand, which results in an 

increase in spot prices.

As this continues, futures and spot prices eventually converge. Remember 

however in normal backwardation when the futures price is less than the 

expected future spot price, backwardation implies that the futures price must rise 

over time.



Example of Forward contract

Forward Rate Agreement (FRA): One party agrees to

• Lend a fixed amount L to a counterparty

• Over a future time period (Ti-1 to Ti)

• At a fixed rate R determined today

For a lender this is equivalent to:

• Paying interest rates at the forward rate Ri
f

• Receiving interest rate R

On the same principal, L over a period of length 

from Ti-1 to Ti



The importance of liquidity

OTC deals cannot be liquidated prior 

expiration unless agreed

Lehman was left with billions of 

worthless assets in its balance sheet

Exposed to multiple counterparty risk

The risk was “covered” by billions of 

hybrid credit derivatives products called 

MBS.



However OTC represents a big chunk of total volume
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Options

▪ Basic Options

• Call vs Put

• European vs American

• Exotic Options

▪ Payoffs and cashflows

▪ Trading Options

• Exchange Traded

• OTC



Options

An Option gives its holder the right – but NOT the obligation to:

• Buy or Sell a specified number of underlying assets

• On or before a fixed futures date, T (expiry, expiration date, maturity)

• At a fixed exercise price or strike price, K

• The HOLDER of an option has a LONG position

• The WRITER of the option has a SHORT position

• The initial price of the option – the PREMIUM – is paid by the HOLDER to the WRITER 



Calls Pay-off Structure

Buyer has a long position in the Call option contract 

and may profit from the increase in the price of the 

underlying asset if strike price K gets triggered

If S>K in the money

• Maximum Gain= Unlimited

• Maximum Loss: Premium Paid

Seller  has a short position in the Call contract and 

may profit from the decrease in the price of the 

underlying asset if gets triggered

If S<K in the money

• Maximum Gain= Premium Received

• Maximum Loss: Unlimited



Puts Pay-off Structure

Buyer has a long position in the Put option contract 

and may profit from the increase in the price of the 

underlying asset if strike price K gets triggered

• If S<K in the money

• Maximum Gain= K- premium

• Maximum Loss: Premium Paid

Seller has a short position in the Put  contract and 

may profit from the decrease in the price of the 

underlying asset if gets triggered

If S>K in the money

• Maximum Gain= Premium Received

• Maximum Loss: K- Premium



Other Kind of Options

European Style: Can be exercised only at maturity 

American Style: Can be exercised before maturity (more widely exchanged)

Vanilla: Standard call and puts

Exotic have more complex payoffs and traded OTC

• Bermuda: exercised only at specified dates

• Chooser: holder can choose whether option is call or put

• Digital: has a pay-off of 1 iff S>K

• Barrier

o Knock-in: comes into existence if assets touches a present barrier or trades in present range 

before maturity

o Knock-out: expire worthless if the asset price touches a present barrier, or trades in range 

before maturity

• Asian: payoff depend on the average asset price over the life of the option

• Lookback: payoffs depend on maximum or minimum asset price over life of the option



Exchange vs OTC Trading 

Features of Options traded via Exchange

• Level of standardisation

• Credit risk

• Margin Requirement

• Regulation

Cashflow for exchange-traded options:

• Premium paid when option is purchased

• Option writer required to deposit margin of

o Option premium + 10/20% of underlying asset price

• No margin required for holder of long position



Equity Options

Style: American

Exercise Price: At least there, equally spaced, more added if share price > 2nd highest price 

or < 2nd lowest

Contract size: 1000 shares

Quotation: Pence/share

Min. Price Movement: 0.5p (0.25p for some shares)

Tick Size: £5.00 (£2.50)

Delivery Month: Nearest 12 month (24 months)

Last trading Day: Third Friday in Delivery month

Settlement Day: Third Business day after exercise day/last trading day 
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Swaps

A swap is a financial contract between two counterparties who exchange future cashflows according to 

a pre-arranged formula.

5 generic types of swaps

• Interest Rates Swaps

• Currency Swaps

• Commodity Swaps

• Subordinated Risk Swaps

• Others: Total Return Swaps, Variance Swap, ZCW, Deferred Rate Swaps, Forward Swaps, 

Inflation Swaps



Interest Rate Swaps in Practice

• Fixed to Floating

• Floating to Fixed

• Float to Float (basis swap) A is currently paying floating, but wants to pay fixed. B is currently 

paying fixed but wants to pay floating. By entering into an interest 

rate swap, the net result is that each party can 'swap' their existing 

obligation for their desired obligation. Normally, the parties do not 

swap payments directly, but rather each sets up a separate swap 

with a financial intermediary such as a bank. In return for matching 

the two parties together, the bank takes a spread from the swap 

payments.



CDS

Derivative contract that provides protection

against counterparty default risk. It is settled in

cash at maturity.

Purpose is the transfer or credit risk

Both buyer and seller takes on counterparty

risk:

• CDS Buyer exposed to: Bank and Firm

counterparty risk

• CDS Seller exposed to Buyer default or

liquidity risk (2007 financial crisis)





Assessing Products Valuation
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Pricing Derivatives Contracts

Mathematical models used to price securities vary depending on underlying 

assumptions. One of the most common models – widely used in Option Pricing is 

the Black Sholes Model (1973)

ASSUMPTIONS

• Log-normal distribution of prices

• Markets are frictionless

• Absence of Counterparty Risk

• Constant Interest Rates

• Absence of arbitrage

• Continuous trading

• Underlying asset nit subject to major events (take over, bankruptcy…)



Pricing Derivatives Contracts

• Remember Call payoff = max(S-K, 0)

Same but a bit more complex

• N(d1) = number of Stocks bought at St

• Ke-rtN(d2) = Equivalent of a Loan



CONTACT

info@amplifytrading.com

ADDRESS

18 St Swithin's Lane, London, EC4N 8AD


